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Motivations 
There is an increasing demand to reduce the cost of deployment and operation of future IMT-advanced access 
networks [1]. In conventional wireless access system, the deployment of network is complex and expensive 
tasks where human intervention is inevitably involved to install and configure BSs. In the operation of networks, 
efficiency and quality of network should be guaranteed through optimizing the network. In IMT-advanced 
access network, it is expected that more BSs will be deployed than the conventional access network and more 
complicated interaction between BSs will happen. These will complicate the configuration and optimization. 
The causes of such complication in IMT-advanced access system are, for example, higher throughput, indoor 
coverage and so on. 

Higher density of BSs theoretically guarantees increase of system throughput, thus users can experience better 
throughput [2]. Fig. 1 shows conceptual diagram. The amount of user traffic that a geographical area can 
provide is larger in the dense BS environment than the conventional networks. Though the capacity can be 
limited due to more interference, it is a feasible scheme to increase the system capacity and improve user 
experience in IMT-advanced access network. However, the larger number of BSs burdens to increase the cost of 
deployment and optimization. 

Large cells Multiple small cellsLarge cells Multiple small cells  

Fig 1. Increase of system capacity with higher BS density 

There is an increasing demand on indoor coverage and it shall be incorporated into IMT-advanced access 
network. Such demand targets a seamless coverage of IMT-advanced system even in indoor environment like 
home and office [3][4]. Fig. 2 shows a conceptual diagram of an exemplary indoor network. In such 
environment, the same deployment and optimization problems occur even within the indoor network itself. 
Further, the situation is more complicated due to the fact that it is more probable to add or remove BSs more 
often. Also, the interaction between indoor BSs and conventional BSs should be carefully coordinated to build 
efficient access network. 

 

Fig 2. Example of indoor networks [3] 
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These problems of configuration and optimization will be worsened in IMT-advanced access system thus 
feasible counter measures should be provided in 802.16m specifications. Self-configuration and self-
optimization are intensively discussed for this purpose. They aim to automate to configure parameters of BSs to 
install into a network and to optimize its operational parameters like Tx power, neighbor list, handover 
parameters and so on. These functionalities can be named as self organizing mechanism. 

Usually, such automation relies on some measurements from BSs and MSs. Especially, the measurements 
from MS can help a BS get information of other BSs those are hidden for the BS. The information may help BS 
to configure or optimize its relevant parameters more efficiently. This scenario makes it clear why the 802.16m 
TG should consider defining necessary functionalities for self organizing mechanism in the standards. The 
measurements and report schemes are examples of such standardization.  

As a consequence, it is reasonable to include some appropriate text of the self organizing mechanism in SRD. 
In the following section, we propose the text for self organizing mechanism. 

Proposed text 
[Add following text at the end of 8.3] 

8.4 Support of Self Organizing Mechanism 

IEEE 802.16m should introduce self organizing mechanism to minimize the operational cost of 802.16m 
network. The self organization system includes, but not limited to, the following functions: 

 

Self-Configuration: ‘plug and play’ behavior of new installed network elements to reduce costs and simplify 
installation procedure 

Self-optimization: parameter optimization based on network monitoring and measurement data from 
terminals to minimize operational effort and increase quality and performance   

 

IEEE 802.16m MS/BS should support measurements and reports to BS which can be used for self-configuration 
and self-optimization 
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